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Always taught with the most up-to-date prep! Look for NCLEX-PN Prep 2019, ISBN 978-1-5062-4543-0, for sale 5 March 2019.Publisher Note: Products purchased from third-party vendors are not guaranteed by the publisher of quality, authenticity or access to any online entities listed with the product. NUMBER ISBN-13: 9781506233369 Publisher: Kaplan Publishing Date: 02/06/2018 Series: Kaplan Test
Prep Pages: 324 Sales Rank: 1,266,0 84 Product Dimensions: 8.30 (w) × 10.80 (h) × 0.70 (d) Are you looking for the best NCLEX review book to prepare you for NCLEX-RN or NCLEX-PN exams in 2018? Our editorial team compiled a list of the top 10 books and studied NCLEX guides. Read below on why these prep materials are the most effective to help you control the exam. For those who want to set
up a more in-depth, we've also compiled a separate overview of the best NCLEX review courses on the market. A short introductionto NCLEX is an exam that will be familiar to anyone looking to pursue a nursing career in the United States. It is required for nursing school graduates who wish to become qualified nurses. Test candidates are evaluated in a variety of areas including critical thinking, decision-
making ability, and specific nursing knowledge. The test is updated and changed regularly according to nursing trends, but certain parts remain the same. NCLEX can be difficult - because it is fairly dense and covers a wide range of subjects. However, it is possible to score high on the test if you are willing to invest some time in preparation. One of the best ways to do this successfully is to purchase an
effective NCLEX study guide. Best NCLEX Review Books - Our Best Picks #1 Saunders Comprehensive Review of NNCLEX-RN Saunders' Top Rated Study Guide is widely accepted as one of the best NCLEX review books - if not the best NCLEX book - on the market (in addition to the NCLEX-RN version, it is also available for NCLEX-PN screening). As it turns out, this honour is well deserved.
Saunders Comprehensive Review, written by nursing expert trainer Linda Ann Silvestri, Ph.D., provides you with 1,152 pages of content to give you complete confidence, preparing you for exam.Organized in 20 modules and 77 chapters, the book provides detailed reviews of all areas of nursing content that are relevant to NCLEX-RN. Equally important is the provision of a guide of practice questions: each
chapter includes multiple targeted options and alternative review items, and there is a comprehensive test covering all areas in the final book module. Each question is accompanied by detailed answers and explanations. Moreover, as part of these explanations, the book also offers useful taking tips and testing strategies on how to address various kinds of questions. The book comes with an accompanying
CD that offers, among other useful features, additional audio and video questions that simulate the actual test Along with the CD, Saunders offers a total of 5,200 practice quests, meeting even the most industrious of students. One of the potential issues is that the difficult level of questions is sometimes a little off and may be easier or harder than the questions in the final exam. However, this is a minor
issue and should not deter anyone from buying the guide. In short, this classic is a complete guide doing an excellent job in teaching a test taking everything they need to know to master the NCLEX-RN exam. In its fully updated 7 version (for the latest NCLEX-RN test plan), they are better and more up-to-date than ever before. Saunders is simply a must buy! Pros: Long and full of and guaranteed reviews
from all sectionscombined with a total of 5200 practice questions, including multiple selection and test item review questions in endIn-depth answers with explanationsHelp with strategyCD with additional questions: The level of difficulty may not be in line with the real test at times #2 Kaplan NCLEX-RN Prep Plus 2018Often for standardized tests, and the key to acing them is mastering testing techniques. In
this regard, the Kaplan NCLEX-RN Prep Plus 2018 is fantastic. Offering both tips and strategies for taking computer adaptive tests in general, as well as specifically for the NCLEX-RN exam itself, this book spends a great deal of effort on improving the test-taking capabilities of ace testing. However, readers should note that this guide is less useful as a guide to reviewing the substantive areas of the test.
Therefore, the Comprehensive Saunders Review book is much more perfect. Instead, the strength of this guide comes from the effective strategies it offers in conducting the test. The book offers a full-length NCLEX practice test, as well as a key answer and a detailed explanation of all the answers. In addition, this test provides access to a second online exercise test. Exam-style questions are also
provided divided by each section of the NCLEX-RN test, DVD video tutorials, and mobile study resources. Other rewards include a guide to becoming licensed, tips for taking the test after its previous failure, and a guide for international nurses. All in all, this Kaplan book is probably the best NCLEX review book to complete Saunders' comprehensive review. Instead, for those who already feel comfortable
with test content, it's an excellent strategic guide on how to ace the exam on its own. Pros: Help with techniques and effective practice testing strategies with answering explanations, as well as additional online practice testDVD study materials compatible with friendly sources and instructions such as how to become licensedguidelines: mostly focused on strategy – should be supplemented with another
guide to get the best results #3 prioritization, delegation, and AssignmentMirroring pressures from modern healthcare environments, nearly five NCLEX-RN test ing skills in prioritization and care management. Natural The strong performance of the exam depends in large part on how well you perform in this regard. This is exactly where LaCharity's prioritization, delegation, and duty study guide (subtitle:
practice exercises for nclex exam) comes in. LaCharity is among the best NCLEX review books to bring test knowledge to 'mastery in prioritizing, delegation, supervision, and patient appointment to the level required to shine on exam day. It has also been updated and released in the 2018 version. To this end, the guide provides focused content reviews, case studies, and difficult practice questions -
complete with detailed answers - reflecting the different types of questions you may face in the actual exam. It is particularly noteworthy that this effective triangular book is organized, which progresses from reviewing basic skills, to applying those skills, to expanding into complex patient/health scenarios. In this latest edition, the book added more useful features. These functions include an interactive
question with optional online answer and registration, QSEN coverage (quality education and safety for nurses) and NCLEX chart format questions. Don't let this relatively compressed format book fool you: this is a basic book to prepare one of the key areas of the NCLEX-RN exam. Pros: Focuses on the prioritization and care management section of testContent review, case studies, and practical
questions with answers included in the answers included in Will's questions organization and InterinactiveOnline provide and recordCoverage of QSENCons: focuses only on one area of NCLEX #4 Lippincott Q &amp; A NCLEX-RNPractice review is king when it comes to any test setting, and NCLEX is no different. Fortunately, therefore, test-users can rely on Lippincott's review of Q&amp;amp; A for
NCLEX-RN. This book, written by professors from indiana University College of Nursing, is entirely aimed at learning through question-and-answer practice. With an impressive number of 6,500 questions and answers, Lippincott's Q&Amp;A is a giant among NCLEX practice guides. Moreover, the guide guide online online database - containing practice questions this guide - adds great value to the overall
package. The online resource allows users to share questions in either study and review mode. Finally, for those thirsty for more practice, the book can be purchased along with Lippincott NCLEX-RN 10,000, an online program that generates personalized, adaptive NCLEX competitions designed to enhance users' skill levels. It has already been updated to the latest (2018) test format, this NCLEX prep
book questions are very realistic. Lippincott 'sQ &amp;amp; A is just an invaluable tool to get you to take exams mode. Pros: Focus on learning through practice questionsDoes contain 6500 questions and answers for passPoint practiceonline database with practice questionsOnline questions in Or a supplier modeNCLEX-RN 10,000 – an optional online resource with personal questions reflecting the real
NCLEXCons: some potential issues with CD #5 Saunders Question and review for NCLEX-RN excellent s-saunders scans review, this book focuses on testing strategies taken for NCLEX-RN. Now offering more than 6,000 test questions, the guide provides an excellent source for getting practice with NCLEX-RN type questions. Practice, after all, is often the difference between passing and a failed result,
and this book makes sure that you get that much needed practice. This NCLEX book includes an online pre-test that allows testing of testers to identify areas of vulnerability even before the study begins. In addition, it provides detailed justifications for both correct and incorrect answers to the practice questions provided, allowing test traffickers to understand why they answered questions correctly or
incorrectly. Saunders Q&Amp;A review is not as comprehensive as Lippincott Q&amp;A overall, however, for those who prefer a more compact Q&amp;A guide, this is still an excellent tool to have in your prep arsenal. Pros: Provides test strategy guidelinesComes with over 6,000 online pre-test practice questions to help students identify areas of vulnerability and how testers answer the way they did and
the logic behind incorrect common answersCons: Smaller and less detailed than some other strategy evidence we also have such nclex guides: NCLEX-RN Exam (fifth edition) does not require the exam. Most of us have been taught that cramming and carrying the brain shortly before the exam does not work. Think again! Wilda Reinhardt and Diane Sloane at NCLEX-RN Cram Exam (published by
Pearson) is one of the best NCLEX review books when it comes to preparing an effective and focused test. Exam Cram accurately targets content areas where readers need to excel to get the highest possible test scores. With 545 practice quests, practice exams, hotlists with basic concepts, an introduction to test ing strategies, a tear card with master concept exercises, and alerts that highlight the most
important points you should remember for the exam, this is the top NCLEX study guide to a last-minute pop-up brush. Offering excellent planning and unique ability to provide complex information in an easy and easy-to-follow way, Exam Cram is extremely useful as a long-term study companion. Whether the padding works for you or not, this book - which comes with a CD with additional test questions, and
its accompanying practice book with 1,340 sample test questions - may only do the trick. Pros: Efficient, quick prep for those who are short on time545 practice questionstasks with basic conceptsWith strategyCD with additional questionsmany and Heilizi to read and follow information: contains fewer questions and less than some other information Review: Keep It Real! Simplified (ebook) keeps it real!
Simplified, authored by successful and experienced NCLEX prep specialists, provides a new approach to reviewing nursing content. With its eleven chapters (490 pages) with structured content about body systems, this guide is intended to serve both NCLEX testtakers and those preparing for exams at the nursing school. Available exclusively as an e-book, this innovative guide uses audiovisual and virtual
learning to showcase NCLEX materials in an interesting and memorable way. The authors also take a personal approach, which relates to internal views on the nursing profession using their own experiences. More importantly, the guide also contains difficult and realistic questions about the practice that mimic those faced by the National Commission on Post-Difficulties. The ebook can be downloaded on
computers, smartphones, and The Stove. With this book, which is already aimed towards the latest NCLEX version, the study on the go has never been easier and more fun. Pros: Content based on body typesUse useful for those studying for exams at the School of NursingVirtual Learning and Audiovisual Draws on the personal experiences of authors of realistic practice questionsCan be downloaded on
various devicesUniverse: Very technical in partsKaplan in Niketalon RN content review guideCovering all NCLEX-RN content, this book, written by the NCLEX Test Specialized Prep Kaplan, provides a very brief and accessible overview of all the main topics found on the exam. It has been updated and, in its fourth edition of 2107, has been updated more fully with the latest requirements of the National
Commission of the Union Mission. While the content review guide does not provide in-depth coverage of NCLEX-RN material, it focuses on providing an overview or a brief review of topics in an easy-to-read and practical format. For those looking for a quick renewal of NCLEX-RN subjects that are commonly taught at a nursing school, Kaplan's content review guide - in conjunction with additional study
guides - may offer an ideal choice. Pros: Provides a good analysis of all the key topics in examConcise and access easy to readGood as a selection for those who are short on time or have a larger book for referenceCons:Not detailed as other drug guide guides for nurses contain one of the most comprehensive resources for drug identification and understanding, Davis Drug Guide for Nurses is probably
the best NCLEX review book to learn (or relearn) about drugs appearing on the test (it even includes specific content for Canada). As an additional bonus, readers of this latest edition also offer valuable online resources (DavisPlus), which include drug books for printing, audio library for drug names, flash cards, videos, and audio tutorials. Moreover, a one-year subscription to Davis' online drug guide is
also part of the deal. One drug station, this specialist guide is an excellent addition Your NCLEX-RN test materials. Pros: The focus on hiai drugs comprehensively and detailedincludes access to online resources such as audio library of drug names, flash cards, and video materials alo comes with a one-year subscription to the online drug guide DavisCons: fairly specific content; Useful only for those who
want to improve their knowledge of Mosby's drug in memory pharmacy NoteCardsFor visual learners struggling to control pharmacy, Mosby Memory NoteCards offers excellent study help to help you distinguish your anticoagulants from your antibiotics. Offered in spiral-bound size that makes it extremely portable, these cards facilitate understanding of pharmaceutical-related issues through the use of
auspicious devices, colorful illustrations and tense attempts at humor. Mosby Memory NoteCards are a must-see for graphic organizers! Pros: Useful for visual learnersdemandsnew save large amounts of informationHandy memory devices and attractive design design
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